
No. Name of Equipment (in English) Function No. of Beneficiary Quantity Unit Cost

C1 Shower Trolley
It facilitates efficient showering and hygiene care routines for

individuals, who need to remain in a lying position.
50 1 35,000

C2 Electric Nursing Bed

This type of bed is easy and safe for service user to sleep and do some

daily life activities easily through electric remotor controler, lessening

nursing daily routine for both users and caregivers.

20 20 200,000

C3
Professional Compression Therapy

System

Different pressurization modes can combine for different treatment

protocol which can improve blood circulation, stimulate the lymphatic

system, reduce edema, and relieve tension.

10 1 36,000

C4 CPR Training Dummy It faciliates CPR drill and examination for the nursing staff. 150 1 11,000

C5 Electric Hospital Bed

Ultra-low bed height (to prevent falls), wooden (to enhance home

feeling), the bed head, the bed end and the height are electrically raised

and lowered (for the convenience of health care)

15 3 23,000

C6 Electric Mobile Hoist
It faciliates the transferring of residents (from bed to wheelchair/to

toilet/to bath).
30 1 34,000

C7
Thera-Trainer Tigo 538 (Total Body

Active / Passive Trainer)

The Thera-Trainer has different training modes (Neurological

/Orthopeadic /Cardiological training modes, anti-spasm function,

constant workload program, and symmetric training, etc), which enables

the elderly to exercise their upper and/or lower limbs with active or

passive training. It also has a colour screen display, biofeedback system,

arm rest and foot fixing device, tip-up protection for wheelchair from

tilting. It helps the elderly to maintain the flexibility of joints, enhance

concentration, workout satisfaction and safety. Therefore, it is

particularly suitable for people with dementia,  stroke, parkinson's

disease, brain damage, cerebellar degeneration, joint replacement, and

mobility problems with wheelchair bounded elderly.

60 1 60,000

C8 Vital Sign Monitor It can monitor the blood pressure, pluse and SpO2. 155 3 10,000

C9 Electric Shower Trolley It facilitates the bathing for bedridden elderly. 30 3 50,000

C10 Electric Shower Chair It facilitates the bathing for chair-bound elderly. 100 3 48,000

C11 Bioptron Light Therapy System with floor stand

It generates polarized light to activate the humun body,  e.g. increasing

the number of neutrophil, protein ,macrophage and collagen production

in different wound healing phases. It also can relieve pain.

30 1 40,000
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C12 ITO 4 channel electrotherapy/ ultrasound combo

Electrotherapy and ultrasound are effective modalities for inflammation

and pain control, and promotion of soft tissues healing. It is particularly

useful for chronic pain management and facilitates recovery from

injuries.

50 1 79,800

C13 Temi

Temi can truly interacts with humans while providing video calls, AI,

face recognition and voice control. Temi’s wide variety communication

methods allow it to offer entertainment and multimedia information to

our residents through speech, videos running on its display, music

played by its speakers. Our residents can receive the updated

information such as weather report, reality-orientation (date,time and

place) and allow them to request for songs. Moreover, Temi allows the

video calling platforms to maintain our residents' existing relationships

with family and support the development of a stronger sense of

connection.

Temi’s AI and advanced indoor navigation technology can function as

patrolling, greeting guests and guiding people to specific location.

94 1 45,000

C14  Shower Trolley (3/F, 5/F)

Residents who are bedbound for a long time require high levels of care

to provide stability, safety and be transported to a suitable environment

in a supine position for bathing. This equipment can also facilitate the

staff to do residents' bathing under safe working conditions to avoid

neck and back strain .

80 2 25,000

C15 Pharmacy Refrigerator (2/F - 5/F)

It is used to refrigerate medicines and can accurately control the

temperature.

Automatic alarm system: high and low temperature, unclosed door, etc.

Digital temperature display, easy to monitor temperature, with door lock

function, easy to manage.

200 4 15,000

C16 Electric Medicine Grinder(1/F - 5/F)

Fast and convenient.

Safe and prevents spills and cross contamination of drug.

Avoid repetitive strain injuries.

250 6 4000

C17 standing wheelchair

To assist the elderly with muscle weakness and the hemiplegic to gain

strength and preserve their physical fitness and health. Passive standing

can reduce spasticity, improve orthostatic hypotension, bowel function,

range of motion of the major joints of lower limbs and spine.  Also, to

reduce the strain of transfer and to enhance the self-esteem and

confidence of the elderly.

20 1 30,000


